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SCHOOL OF CIVIL ENGINEERING, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
TESTS ON LIGHT BEAMS OF COLD FORMED STEEL
FOR THE AMERICAN IRON ,AND STEEL INSTITUTE
Fifteenth Progress Report, January 22, 1941

I. SCOPE OF THIS REPORT
In the preceding 14th Progress Report a method was proposed
to determine the forces acting in the welds in the web of I-beams
composed of two channels.

This method essentially has been based

on the magnitude Ite", the distance of the flexural center from
the axis of the web.

A formula for "e II was given which applies

to symmetrical channels of uniform thickness.
In the present report this expression for "e " will be simplified and a more general expression will be derived for "e" for
symmetrical channels with web thickness differing from flange
thickness.

Furthermore, a method will be proposed to

~pply

this

approach to channels non-symmetrical about the horizontal axis.
In addition tOlthe work reported herein,an analytical investigation of the lateral stability of unsymmetrical thin walled
I-beams has been under way for

so~e

time.

Of necessity this

analysis has to be of considerably Wider scope than is required
by the problems under consideration.
investigation are now worked out.

The essential parts of this

They are

expec~ed

to be helpful

in the interpretation of the coming beam tests and will be reported
on in connection therewith.

2
II. THE DISTANCE "ell FOR SYMMETRICAL CHANNELS

The general formula for "e" for symmetrical channels is

h Hxy
e =
4 Ix
where
h is the depth of the beam,
Hxy is the product of inertia of half the section (aoove horizontal

axis of symmetry) with respect to the aXis of symmetry (x) and
the axis of the web (y).

(see R.J. Roark:

Formulas for Stress and Strain, p. 118)

hI and t 1 are respectively the width and the thickness of the flanro3

and
t is the thickness of the web
it is seen that
and

If these values are sll".Jsti tuted in the

cq\.~at:;"on 101.'

e

one obtains

bG t l
e = ...,.......,:--..,...--......,....--r=2 b tl + t h/3

In particulal' for channels of uniform thickness (t 1 ::: t) the
~xpres8ion simplifies to
be
e = -~--2 b + h/3

3

These expressions should be used in determining the required
weld diameters for I-beams composed of two symmetrical

cha~els

by means of the method proposed in the 14th Progress Report.

III. THE PROBLEM OF I-BEAMS WITH FLANGES DIFFERENT FROM EACH OTHER
For I-beams composed of two chennels each of which is nonsymmetrical about its horizontal &xis the application of the method
proposed in the 14th Report would require the determinetion of "en
for such cross sections.
A systematic search of the literature has revealed that apparently no explicit formula for determining
been developed~
Eng~

A paper by

lI

e ll in this case has yet

W.L~S. Sc~walbe (T~ans.

Am. Soc. Mech.

Vol. 54, APMll, p. 125, 1932), which at the time of the writing

lof the 14th Report had been believed to serve this purpose, has since
been found to contain rather questionable assumptions.

No other

article in English or in German seems to answer this question. In
addition it can be seen from. the nature of the problem that any
formula for lie" for unsymmetrical chennel sections that could possibly
be developed, would necessarily be of such an involved nature that
it would be highly

imprac~iceble

for design purpcsos,

For this reason the following
for use in the case

und~r

appro~imatd ap~10&ch

is proposed

consideration u

Let

b
b

h

l
2

and t
and t
end t

l

be respectively the width and the thiukness of the top flaL·. -

z respectively

the width and the thickness of the bottom fla.r ~

respectively the depth and the thickness of the web.

Imagine two symmetrical channels, one haVing the width of both
flanges b l and the thickness t l , the other haVing the width and the

4

l..;hickness of both flanges ba and t a.

The distances:ol and eZ for

each of these symmetrical channels can now be determined from the
general formula

2
bn t n
e' == --,;;,;;.....,---..;;.,;,...,----;'n
Z b n t n + t h/3

It is evident that the magnitude of the actual distance "e" for the
unsymmetrical channel will lie between the two values e l and ea.
Two approaches are now possible. One may assume without detai led justification that for all practical purposes

e = l/Z (el+ e2)

and determine the necessary weld diameter by means of thiS e.

Or,

"alternatively, if a more conservative approach seems desirable, the
larger of the two values e

and e may be used in designing the welds.
1
a
The results obtained by this latter approach are bound to be slightly
~n

t he safe side.
Numerical example:
Suppose b ::: 3.5"; t ::: 14 gao == .077 11 ;
l
1
• ~4911 ~

h = 8";

it ::: 14 ga~

= .077 11

b

a :::

5"; t

z ==

18 gao ==

::: li27 d and
1
for the weld design, use

Then, using the formula given above, values for e
e

2

::: 1.76 11 are obtained.

Consequen~ly,

either e = 1/2(e l + e a) ::: 1.53" or e = e = 1.76". It is seen that in
a
the given case these two values for e do not differ much from each otht.
It is believed that a few rather simple tests would answer the
.
.
question which one of these two values should be recommended for practical use. These tests could be either carried out with channels c~t
out of the present beams A to G after they have served for the main
tests/or if it turns out t1.lat it is not possible to unfasten the w~lr"'
of these beams without damage to the channels, simple specimens for
this purpose could easily be made up from rolled sections.
~v. I-BEAMS WITH FLANGES FURNISHED "NITH LIPS

If the flanges of the component channels of the I-beam are fu~~
nished with lips, the simple formula~ developed before do not longer

5
apply.

In this case it is necessary"to use the general formula
h H

e =

XY

4.I x

If) in addition) the flanges are different from each other) the same
approach may be applied as suggested in section III of this report.
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AI)

Effective De~ign Width of Tension Flanges
of wide, short bGams.

,/
:././
BPR 1 to 9, 11
BSR 1,2

51 tests and analysis
Lateral Strength of Slander Baams

74 tests and analysis
. I'

strength of Compression Flanges
Stiffened along Both Longitudinal
Edges.

47 tests and analysis

(4) Strength of Compression Flanges

Stiffened along One Longitudinal
Edge

132 tests and analysis

..'

-

33,3 4 ,35,

Co~~ents

re BPR 21

BSR 2

BPR 26,23,29,30
'31,32,
SPR 19,20,21
ESR 3
SSR 2
2nd Addendum to
BSR 3, SSR 2

(5) Performance of I-and Channel-Stude

with Various End Attachments, without
Lateral Reetraint
. 40' tests

16) Performance of StraiGht I-and ChannelStuds with Various Collateral Sup)orts

v~PR

./

.,/

5 to 11

4g tosts end analysis
;

(7) Performance of Prebont I-and ChannolStuds with Collateral Supports

,/

""SPR 14 to 17

55 tests and analysis
(~)

Analytical Determination of Design
Requirements for Collateral Wall
iiaterial
Analysis

.

BPR l7,lS,20,2l

SPR 1, 12, 13
SSR 1
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.
(9)
I

Crtishing Strength of Thin Steol
Webs

144 tests and evaluation
(10) Performance of Unbraced C-Channel
Beams

BPR 36, 37

17 tests
..

(11) Required Spacing of Braeings of
Channel Beams

BPR 40

preliminary analysis
~elds J01ning two Channels to form anI-Eeam

(12) Design Requirements for

BPR 14, 15
5SR 2

. Analysis

(13) Curling of Wide Flanges of I-Box-,
and U-beams

BPR 16,24
BSR 2

Analysis

(14) Discussion of
and. Curves

Col~n ~csign

Formulas

SPR

H~,

22

Analysis

(15) Incidental Test Observations on Buckling of Webs in Shear

BPR 5, 12, 17

(16) Incid.ental Test Observations on Strength BPR 3,4,5
of Compreseion Flanges composed of Two
Sheets, Spot-welded

15

tests

(17) Properties of Celotex as Collateral
Wall

BSR 1

l~ctcricl

SPR 1

(lg) Bond Strength of Armstrong Linoleum
Cement

3 terts

SPR 5
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(19) Required Dimonsions of ~tiffening
Lips for Compreseion Flanges.
Analysis

BSR 2

